MEZZI's New iPad Cases About To Land On The Shelves
Highly anticipated leather-style iPad cases sure to be one of MEZZI's hottest sellers this summer.
Online PR News â€“ 28-June-2011 â€“ MEZZI, world renowned aluminum case manufacturer, is preparing
for one of its hottest new products to hit its online shelves just in time for summer. Their new
uniquely-designed iPad cases are expected to arrive soon from the manufacturer and then be ordered by the
many MEZZI fans who own iPads. The iPad cases will be available in three stylish colors: black, white and
pink.
Â
"We've had a great deal of interest in providing our customers a protective and stylish case for the iPad,"
explains MEZZI President, David Mezzi. "With the upcoming debut of these high-quality iPad cases, we are
expecting them to be one of our fastest-selling items this summer. These cases come at a great price-point
and offer unparalleled protection for the Apple iPad tablet."
Â
MEZZI's forthcoming iPad cases are hand-stitched and made from a durable leather-replicate. The iPad
cases will fit both the original iPad and Apple's new iPad 2. Each case sells for $49.95, making it as
affordable as it is durable. A secure tab closure keeps the case shut when the iPad is not needed, and
protects the iPad from all sides, which isn't possible with a simple screen protector.
Â
"For those who are really eager to land one of our new iPad cases," says David Mezzi, "we have begun
taking backorders for all three colors on our website. We plan to fulfill orders based on a
first-placed-first-served basis."
Â
As with all MEZZI's products, the iPad case comes with an extendable 6-month warranty. The warranty
covers all manufacturer defects and damages, and for any unlikely personal dissatisfaction of the product,
MEZZI will accept return of the product in its original condition, less a possible restocking fee.
Â
MEZZI has long been an industry leader in quality aluminum cases. Many of their products have been
prominently featured on the big screen, on television shows and in widely popular music videos. MEZZI SLIM
mold aluminum briefcases appear regularly on NBC's "Deal or No Deal," hosted by Howie Mandel, and the
Gold and White M-Zero laptop cases appear on "Chuck." On the silver screen, MEZZI aluminum cases have
appeared in 13, starring Jason Statham, and Mission Impossible III, starring Tom Cruise.
Â
For more information about MEZZI's iPad case or to see photos their new product, visit
http://www.MEZZI.com. MEZZI can also be found on Facebook and Twitter.
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Â
About MEZZI
Â
MEZZI has been manufacturing and retailing fashionable, affordable aluminum cases for more than 15 years.
In that time, MEZZI has grown its business from only a handful of briefcases to a full line of cases suitable for
a variety of uses, including metal gun cases, art portfolio cases, travel cases and business card cases. The
company's cases are frequently sought by celebrities and producers for movies, television shows, music
videos and high-end gifts. Find out more about MEZZI aluminum cases at http://www.MEZZI.com.
Â
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